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Abstract
Data Grid provides convenient services for data management and uniform
access to distributed high volume data sources. Data replication is a service to
facilitate and accelerate data accessing in Data Grid. But in the large-scale grid
environment, the need to maintain replica consistently and ensure identical content
of the various replica of a file are inevitable. This paper presents an effective
consistency method that maintains replicated data consistent. In this method, the
node which contains replica is responsible for managing consistency. In each node,
the replica update rate is calculated based on the rate of change in the original data
file and the rate of the access request to the existing replica version. The proposed
model reduces access delays. The model was simulated using Potosi developed by
European Data Grid projects. The experimental results show that our proposed
model has better performance in comparison with optimistic and pessimistic
approaches in terms of job execution time, effective network usage, and the total
number of updates.
Keywords: Data Grid, Data Replication, Replica Consistency, Update Rate

1. Introduction
Data Grid aims to provide massive storage space with proper facilities to manage
high volume data that is not possible to be implemented in a centralized environment
[1-6]. Grid data can be used to help the large volume of data be stored in various
locations of the grid and then be retrieved. Since data is continuously transferred
through different nodes in the grid, the efficiency of Data Grid is largely limited to the
bandwidth among the nodes. Data replication methods have been presented to increase
the efficiency and lower the impact of these restrictions; this means that several replicas
of the original data files are stored in the Data GridGrid. In Data Grid, a file can have
many replicas in different locations of the grid that each of them may change by user, so
updating all replicas by an effective method is necessary .
Data replication [4] is an economical solution to improve and reform the access
performance and reliability by means of duplicating original data in a distributed
manner. A file on a grid system may have several duplicates called replicas in various
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grid sites. In general, consistency and synchronization problems of the replica are not
addressed in previous researches, as the file is regarded as read-only. Nevertheless,
issues of replica coherence emerge if data are allowed to be modified by applications.
All other replicas are obliged to update with the same up-to-date contents when the
original file is modified. Keeping consistent content at all distributed replicas over
several grid sites is an important subject in a wide-area computing environment. The
replica consistency problem arises from the update synchronization of multiple replicas
of a file [6-11]. In this paper, we proposed a new replica consistency maintenance
method based on the dynamic update rate calculation in the Data Grid. In our method,
the replica update rate is calculated based on the rate of change in the original data file
and the rate of the access request to the existing replica version. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief introduction of related works. Section 3
presents proposed method In Section 4 the simulation results will be described. Finally
Section 5 concludes our discussion and presents a few future works.
2. Related Works
Replica consistency methods have attracted much attention over the last decade. So
far, many different methods have been proposed for maintaining replicas consistency in
the Data Grid environment. The following, some of these methods are presented briefly.
In the pessimistic approach, after making any changes, the contents of the original file
will be transferred to all its replica to have all replica updated. This sometimes leads
some versions to be updated that they are rarely or never used. This policy brings about
together a waste of network resources and an increase in the time of work. Because after
any changes, any other access to data is not allowed unless all replica is updated .
In the optimistic approach, the replica update will be delayed until it is needed [1316]. This is done to prevent the unnecessary update. When a job needs to access to a
replica of a specific data file, the replica is checked whether it’s updated or not. If it is
not updated, the access to it will be delayed until it is updated. In this case, in order to
prevent waste of resources and unnecessary updates, access latency penalty will be
given.
In [17], a consistency service called the grid consistency service has been introduced.
This approach has provided various consistency levels (comprehensive to partial
consistency) for different users. In this approach, only the original file can be changed,
and the other replica is updated by grid consistency service according to the consistency
level chosen by the user .
In [18], a combination of pessimistic and optimistic approaches has been used. In this
method, nodes are topologically categorized into groups named network regions. Each
of these regions has several secondary and a master file and at most. There is
comprehensive consistency among the original and a few secondary versions that their
weight access passes from a fixed threshold, and the partial consistency is established
among the rest of the secondary versions .
In [20], a three-node topology with three categories, including supernode, a master
node, and child node, has been presented. Only the data available on the supernode can
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change in this method. Any changes are immediately applied to all replica available on
master nodes and on some of the child nodes (based two factors: the access frequency
and memory capacity of that node) – full consistency. The replica has partial
consistency in the other child nodes.
A decision model of replica consistency has been proposed in [19]. This method uses
Naive Baysian to decide which secondary replica, along with master versions, should be
fully consistent and which of the secondary versions should have partial consistency .
In [20], nodes are divided into categories called virtual organizations. In each virtual
organization, a tree with the minimum height is made out of the nodes containing
replica to expedite the replica update. The root will be informed of any changes in any
replica in each node of the tree, and the root will inform the other roots through peer to
peer network that exists between the roots of trees; therefore the trees in each virtual
organization begin to update their own replica in parallel. Some approaches have been
presented in peer-to-peer systems that have avoided the problems of both optimistic and
pessimistic approaches as much as possible so that they avoid transferring unnecessary
data and simultaneously reduce the delay in access time. An approximation of the
mentioned environments can be used in grid data due to the similarities between gird
data and peer-to-peer systems. This paper has been given on Data Grid consistency
regarding the similarities between gird data and peer to peer systems.
In [21], a new method for maintaining consistency of peer-to-peer file-sharing
networks has been introduced; its main purpose is to make replica update rate in a node
flexible considering the rate of change in the master file and the dynamic state of
connection and disconnection of servers in peer-to-peer networks.
A comprehensive method in order to create and maintain replica consistency in peerto-peer networks has been presented in [22]. The approaches used in this paper are
inspired by [21]. In this approach, each customer begins to calculate each of its replica’s
update rate considering the change rate parameters and access to the replica. This will
prevent unnecessary updates and reduce costs associated with the network. In most
methods presented to maintain consistency in the grid, the manager or the one who is
responsible for maintaining consistency sends the updated version to the location or
locations in which the replica exists according to the policy type [22]. But in this paper,
as the [22], the node itself is responsible for implementing the burden of maintaining
consistency so that each node calculates the rate of its replica based on the two factors:
the rate of change in the original data file and access to replica; these calculations are
dynamic, and if any of the aforementioned factors change over time, the rate of replica
update on the node will also change according to them. Therefore the updates are
carried out neither like the optimistic approach when it is needed nor like the
pessimistic approach with any changes occur. The update is done for every replica. But
each node has its own criteria to decide when to update each of its replicas. The
implementation of this policy avoids unnecessary updates and reduces the replica access
time delay.
This paper divides into four parts: Part 1 gives a brief introduction of the related
works, Part 2 introduces the proposed methods, Part 3 presents the results of the
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simulation, and ultimately, Part 4 is devoted to conclusions and the description of IT
works.
3. The Proposed Method
In this section, the proposed method is discussed. First, the architecture used is
described; then, the proposed algorithm is described in detail.
3.1.The architecture of the proposed algorithm

The architecture used in this paper is the same as the architecture used in [13]. In this
architecture, the number of sites that are geographically close to each other and highbandwidth communication considered as a region. The connections have been
established between regions with a low bandwidth network (usually by the Internet). In
the architecture of this paper, each network region has a server named region server that
the master files are stored on it. Each region should have an original copy of each file.
The server is a node in which the capacity of its storage element is greater than the other
nodes and has wider bandwidth with the other nodes in the region. Each region can have
an unlimited number of replicas. Replicas can be accessed for both reading and writing.
After any file changing, considered the original version of the file in the region server is
informed and updated. The aforementioned regional server notifies other file serves
from these updates and version number.

Figure 1. proposed architecture [18]
3.2. The proposed algorithm

As mentioned before, each node should decide when it updates its replicas. It tries to
perform the minimum number of updates. Therefore, two questions should be answered
first, “How to determine the fetching rate of the original data file to the node in order to
update the replica periodically And the second, “ How to reduce the rate of pre-fetching
to decrease network costs? (to avoid unnecessary fetching)”. This question is replied In
the following.
3.2.1. Determining the fetching rate

It is assumed that the minimum time between two changes in the original file is T.
indeed it means that the content of the original data file is changed once by the users in
each T per time unit. Thus, if the node, which contains the replica, updates its replica
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and original version with the rate of 1/T (fetching the content of the original data file
into the node), it can make sure that its replica is never older than T per time unit. Since
the speed of change is different over time, the nodes containing replica should be able to
change the fetching rate to fit these changes. In fact, the node containing replica, by
applying the linear increase algorithm and reducing the coefficient, will intelligently
change the fetching rate so as to avoid unnecessary updates, yet it provides access to an
updated version of the required data file. A value called the Time to update(TTU) is
assigned to each version. TTU is the time interval between the present time and the next
fetching time of the original data file in the node. TTU dynamically changes according
to the results of any fetching. If the fetched data file has not changed between two
consecutive fetchings (if the number of the fetching data files are the same), a constant
value is added to TTU according to the formula (1). Where TTUOld is the latest TTU
and I is the contest value.
TTU = TTUOld + I , I > 0
(1)
When the version number of the current fetched file is greater than the previous
fetched file, TTU value is reduced with a constant coefficient according to formula (2).
). Where TTUOld is the latest TTU and D is the constant coefficient.
TTU = TTUOld/ D , D >1 (2)
To TTU not to be very big to maintain its effectiveness and not to be very small to
lose its optimal aspect, two thresholds, including TTU min and TTU max, are
considered. Typically TTUmin or the value of T, is initialized with the shortest interval
time between two changes in the original data file. Formula (3) shows the initialization
for each replica.
TTU = TTUmin= T
(3)
If, after the changes on TTU, its value is more than the higher threshold or is less than
the lower threshold, then its value is calculated by the formula (4).
//(4)

TTU = Max ( TTUmin Min ( TTUmax, TTU ) )

TTUmin

TTU <TTUmin

TTU =

(4)
TTUmax

TTU >TTUmax

3-2-2 Fetching rate reduction

In calculating the fetching rate, in addition to the rate of changes of the original file,
the rate of access to the replica of the file in the node is also an important factor for
reducing the number of replica updates that should be noted. To calculate the fetching
rate of the original file into the node (updates), a combination of access rate to the file
and the rate of changes in the original file is used. If we consider TTUpoll as interval
time between two file fetching, query the time between the two requests for access to
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the replica in the node, and TTU the time between two modifications in the original data
file then to calculate TTU poll we act as follow:
 If TTU <Tquery,, it means the rate of change in the original file is more than the
access rate to the replica of the file, so there is no need to update the replica as
same as the rate of change in the original file. Because if the replica is
immediately updated after a change in the original version, but if there is no
request over access to it, then the update would have been unnecessary. For
example, suppose that the original data file changes once in a second while its
replica in the node is accessed once in every two seconds, therefore the update
of that replica once in every two seconds can also guarantee accuracy and
consistency of that replica’s content or the content of its original data file. So in
cases where the rate of the access request to the replica of the data file is less
than the rate of change in the original file, the fetching rate is initialized as
equally as the rate of access request to the replica data file which is on that node.


If TTU>Tquery, it means the replica is accessed with a higher rate than the rate of
changes in the original file, then the replica should be updated with a rate as equal as the
rate of change in the original file. As a result, Troll should be calculated according to to
the formula (5):

TTU <= TqueryTquery
Tpoll

=T

TTU >Tquer
TrequestTTU <= Trequest
TTUfetch=

(5)
T

TTU >Trequest

According to the above descriptions, it is seen that the number of fetching and
overhead related to the replica update without causing an adverse effect on consistency,
are reduced, and consistency can be guaranteed at a lower cost. It should be noted that
this method does not guarantee that all access will be reached to the updated replica.
Since the number of access to the old files is few, it’s possible to neglect this
disadvantage because this method results show improvement in the reduction of latency
access, time of performance, and efficiency of network resources. Some advantages of
the mentioned method are as the following:
 Each node can determine D, I parameters in order to determine the speed of
increasing and decreasing after each fetching.


It only needs to save the most recent TTU and TQuery and file version number
along with the replica.
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This method is quite adaptable to dynamic replacement and placement
algorithms. After producing a replica in a node, TTU will be initialized TTU min
for it.

4. Simulation Results
The "OptorSim" simulator has been used for simulation and evaluating the
efficiency of the proposed method in this paper ( OptorSim – A Replica Optimiser
Simulation). OptorSim is a simulator written in Java [23-27]. The presented method
has been compared with the optimistic and pessimistic methods in terms of the
average job execution time and the number of updates. The test environment consists
of four network regions. Each region has five sites. The resource specifications and
job parameters are listed in Tables 1, respectively. The simulated grid used in our
experiments has 20 sites, 18 of them have Storage Element (SE), and Computing
Element (CE), and 2 of them have only SE. The storage element capacities of sites
that have Storage Elements are 100 GB or 50 GB, and 100 jobs are applied to the
system. The number of ﬁle access per job is 10. The total size of the data files is 50
GB. Available bandwidth between sites within the regions is 1000 Mb/s, and
bandwidth between regions (between region servers) is 50 Mb/s.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Total number of the sites

20

T,Tquery
I
D

2
-/25
1.25

Tmin

2

Tmax
Each Site Storage capacity (GB)

4
100, 50

Number of the jobs
Number of job types

100
5

size of each file (GB)
the total size of the files (GB)

1
50

Bandwidth between regions (Mbps)

500

bandwidth within the region (Mbps)

1000

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed method demonstrates better results in term of
average job execution time rather than the optimistic and pessimistic approaches. The
reason for this enhancement is the impact of decreasing network latency in the proposed
method, which leads to a reduction in the average execution time of jobs. The number
of updates is used as the criterion to compare methods together in terms of the network
cost. In fig 3, The size of data files is identical. Fewer numbers of updates indicate the
effectiveness of transformation and avoiding unnecessary transformation and updates.
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Average job execution time (msec)

As Figure 3 shows, the proposed method significantly reduces the number of
unnecessary updates compared to the pessimistic approach; however, the optimistic
approach is still best in terms of the number of updates. Therefore, the method proposed
in this paper, compared with the optimistic and pessimistic approach, leads to a
reduction of access latency and a reduction in network costs compared with the
pessimistic approach.

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Pessimistic ؛467

Propoused
method ؛175

Optimistic ؛208

Optimistic

Pessimistic

Propoused method

Figure 2. The average job execution time for various replica consistency methods job

6000

Pessimistic ؛5036

Number of updates

5000
4000
3000

Propoused
method ؛2781

Optimistic ؛2474

2000
1000
0
Optimistic

Pessimistic

Propoused method

Figure 3. number of updates for various replica consistency methods.

5. Conclusions and Future Works
So far, Different methods have been proposed to maintain replica consistent in the
Data Grids, and each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. In this paper,
we present a method that each node calculates the time of update by taking into account
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parameters such as the rate of changes in the original data files and request accesses to
replicas. These calculations are dynamic, and any changes in each of those two factors
are considered. In other words, the node itself is responsible for maintaining its own
replica consistency, and this means that each node updates its own replica considering
the conditions of the original data file and its own requirements. So unnecessary updates
are avoided. The proposed algorithm is implemented and evaluated in OptorSim, a Data
Grid simulator developed by the EU Data Grid Project. Simulation results demonstrate
that this method reduces access latency and network costs compared with the
pessimistic approach. It should be noted that this method does not guarantee that all
accesses will be reached to the updated replicas, but the number of accesses to the old
replicas is few. So it is possible to neglect this disadvantage because our method results
in an improvement in the reduction of latency access and efficiency of network
resources. In the future, we plan to evaluate our algorithm in terms of more evaluation
parameters in real Data Grid.
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